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Mucosal-associated invariant T cells (MAITs) have potent antimicrobial activity and are abundant in humans (5%–10% in
blood). Despite strong evolutionary conservation of the invariant TCR-α chain and restricting molecule MR1, this population
is rare in laboratory mouse strains (≈0.1% in lymphoid organs), and lack of an appropriate mouse model has hampered the
study of MAIT biology. Herein, we show that MAITs are 20 times more frequent in clean wild-derived inbred CAST/EiJ mice
than in C57BL/6J mice. Increased MAIT frequency was linked to one CAST genetic trait that mapped to the TCR-α locus and
led to higher usage of the distal Vα segments, including Vα19. We generated a MAIThi congenic strain that was then crossed
to a transgenic Rorcgt-GFP reporter strain. Using this tool, we characterized polyclonal mouse MAITs as memory (CD44+)
CD4–CD8lo/neg T cells with tissue-homing properties (CCR6+CCR7–). Similar to human MAITs, mouse MAITs expressed the
cytokine receptors IL-7R, IL-18Rα, and IL-12Rβ and the transcription factors promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger (PLZF) and
RAR-related orphan receptor γ (RORγt). Mouse MAITs produced Th1/2/17 cytokines upon TCR stimulation and recognized a
bacterial compound in an MR1-dependent manner. During experimental urinary tract infection, MAITs migrated to the bladder
and decreased bacterial load. Our study demonstrates that the MAIThi congenic strain allows phenotypic and functional
characterization of naturally occurring mouse MAITs in health and disease.

Introduction

Mucosal-associated invariant T cells (MAITs) express an invariant TCR-α (iTCR-α) chain (iVα7.2-Jα33 in human and iVα19-Jα33
in mouse) restricted by the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) class I–related protein 1 (MR1) (1–4). MAITs recognize
bacteria-infected cells (5, 6) and display antimicrobial activity
in several experimental infection models (6–8). There is a strict
correlation between the capacities of a bacterial strain to activate MAITs and to synthesize riboflavin (vitamin B2) (rib) (6, 9).
Indeed, MAITs specifically recognize derivatives of the rib biosynthetic pathway, which is absent from mammals, but present
in most bacteria and in yeasts (9, 10).
MAITs are decreased in the blood of patients suffering from
subacute (5, 6) or acute infections (11) and are detected at the site
of infection. The frequency of MAITs is also modified in nonbacterial diseases: increased in recently diagnosed multiple sclerosis
patients (12, 13), but decreased in obesity, type-2 diabetes (14),
inflammatory bowel disease (15), and HIV (16–19).
MAITs are CD4–CD8– (DN) (and also CD8αα in humans) or
CD8αβint. They are abundant in the blood (1%–10%), gut (3%–5%),
and liver (20%–50%) of humans, but are extremely rare in laboAuthorship note: Yue Cui and Katarzyna Franciszkiewicz contributed equally to this work.
Conflict of interest: The authors have declared that no conflict of interest exists.
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ratory mouse strains (20–22). The disparity in frequency between
species contrasts with the high conservation of both the TCR-α
and MR1 molecules, which indicates a strong evolutionary selection pressure and thereby important functions (23).
The phenotype and functional properties of MAITs are
much better known in humans than in mice. Human MAITs
from adult peripheral blood display an effector memory phenotype (CD45RO+, CD62L−, CD95+) and tissue-homing features
(CCR2+, CCR5+, CCR6+, CXCR6+, CCR9+, CCR7−) (21, 24). They
secrete high amounts of IFN-γ, TNF-α, and granulocyte-macrophage CSF (GM-CSF) and have the potential to secrete IL-17
and IL-22 (21, 24–26), but not Th2 cytokines (21, 27). MAITs are
cytotoxic for epithelial cells infected by invasive bacteria (28, 29).
In addition to TCR triggering, MAITs can be activated by innate
cytokines such as IL-12 and IL-18 (25, 30). Consistent with their
innate-like features and IL-17 secretion capacity, MAITs express
the transcription factors ZBTB16 (promyelocytic leukemia zinc
finger [PLZF]) and RAR-related orphan receptor γ (RORγt) (21,
24, 31, 32).
In the cord blood, human MAITs display a naive phenotype,
and their TCR-β repertoire is diverse (21, 22). After birth, MAITs
expand to reach high clonal size (20, 33). This contrasts with the
low cell-division rate of MAITs in human adult blood, shown by low
Ki-67 expression (21, 34). Taken together, these data indicate that
MAITs either proliferated during childhood or undergo division in
the tissues and recirculate to the blood once resting.
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Table 1. Fine mapping of the MAIThi locus in informative recombinant mice generated during backcrossing MAITCAST phenotype to B6
Mbp (on chromosome 14)
Vα19-Jα33A
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10.74
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Vα19-Jα33 mRNA levels measured by RT-qPCR in blood or MLNs. Fold change relative to B6 MLNs, after normalization to Cα. Bold indicates the most
informative recombination point.

A

In contrast to human, mouse MAITs are extremely rare in common laboratory mouse strains. So far, the study of MAIT physiology has mostly relied on mice that are Tg for the MAIT TCR chains.
Several iVα19 TCR-α Tg strains have been produced (32, 35, 36).
In iVα19 Tg Ca–/– (to prevent the expression of endogenous TCR-α
chains) mice, on an MR1-sufficient background, the DN and CD8lo T
cells display an increased usage of the Vβ6 and Vβ8 TCR-β segments
(32, 36, 37). Most of these Vβ6+ or Vβ8+ T cells are activated by bacteria (6, 38). These TCR-α Tg models allow the study of MAIT specificity and antibacterial activity in vitro and in vivo (6, 39, 40), even if, in
contrast to humans, most MAITs display a naive CD44lo phenotype
(32). This is probably related to the forced premature expression of
the TCR-α chain transgene, which also greatly modifies the functionality of the Tg T cells (41). This casts doubt on the relevance of these
TCR Tg laboratory mouse models for studying the physiological
functions of MAITs. Likewise, in non-TCR Tg mouse models, antibody-mediated (8) or genetic (6) depletion of conventional T cells
was necessary to evidence the role of MAITs in experimental infections. Thus, the phenotype as well as the function of naturally occurring mouse MAITs in health and disease remains to be addressed.
Two possibilities arise to explain the low frequency of MAITs
in laboratory mice: (a) mice from animal facilities lack specific
bacterial strains or communities in their microbiota that are necessary to sufficiently expand MAITs or (b) during the genetic bottleneck that occurred upon their establishment, laboratory mice lost
an allele necessary for MAIT peripheral activation, expansion, or
survival. We first studied the environmental hypothesis and then
found that laboratory mouse strains have lost one genetic element
implicated in MAIT development. A “MAIThi” congenic strain was
generated and further crossed to a Rorcgt-GFPTG reporter strain.
Most of the GFP+ memory DNCD8lo T cells were identified as
MAIT, according to the expression of the iVα19 TCR-α chain and
MR1 dependence. Using this tool, we analyzed the phenotype,
peripheral expansion, and functions of naturally occurring mouse
MAITs in health and in experimental urinary tract infection (UTI).

Results

Reconstitution of germ-free mice with human microbiota is insufficient to increase the number of MAITs above that found in specific
pathogen–free-raised mice. We previously showed that colonization of germ-free (GF) mice with 1 microbial species is sufficient
to increase the number of MAITs to the levels found in mice of
4172
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specific pathogen–free (SPF) facilities (6). However, the number
of MAITs was still much lower than that found in humans. This
could be due to a lack of a specific bacterial strain or combination
thereof that is only found in humans.
To test this hypothesis, we reconstituted breeding GF mice
with a human microbiota and examined the frequency of MAITs
in the pups 4 to 8 weeks after weaning. To increase the reliability
of our experiment, we used Tap –/– Ii–/– mice, which harbor 10-fold
more MAITs than C57BL/6J (B6) mice (32). We verified that the
human microbiota had implanted (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/
JCI82424DS1) and measured MAIT frequency in the colon lamina propria (LP) by quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (RTqPCR) of the specific Vα19-Jα33 (iVα19) TCR-α chain transcripts.
We found that the frequency of MAITs in mice reconstituted with
human microbiota was similar to that found in mice from our SPF
facility (Figure 1A). This result suggests that the small number of
MAITs found in mice from SPF animal facilities is probably not
due to the absence of specific microbes or combinations thereof.
The CAST/EiJ mouse strain harbors 20 times more MAITs than
B6 mice. To test the genetic hypothesis that would explain the low
number of MAITs in laboratory mice, we next measured MAIT
frequency in SPF inbred mouse strains harboring a wider genetic
diversity than conventional laboratory mice. Among 7 wild mouse
strains tested (data not shown), we found 2 with increased frequency of MAITs: Mus musculus castaneus (CAST/EiJ abbreviated
CAST) and Mus musculus musculus PWK (Figure 1B). We focused
on the CAST strain that harbored the highest frequency of MAITs
(15.4 ± 7.3 AU, mean ± SD). To assess the genetic basis of this phenotype, we crossed CAST (MAIThi) to B6 (MAITlo) to generate F1
mice. The frequency of MAITs in F1s was intermediate (Figure 1B).
To determine the number of loci involved, we crossed the F1s to
B6s to generate N2s (Figure 1B). The N2s segregated into 2 groups
of roughly equal size with either low or intermediate frequency of
MAITs, suggesting that only 1 locus is responsible for the MAIThi
phenotype. This result allowed a straightforward linkage analysis
on 66 N2s using 4,700 informative SNPs distinguishing B6 and
CAST. We identified a single locus in a 20-Mb region on chromosome 14 (Figure 1C) linked with the MAIThi phenotype. To confirm
this analysis, we also generated F2s and correlated the iVα19 levels
in mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs) with the genotypes (B6/B6,
B6/CAST, CAST/CAST) of the previously mapped regions (Figure
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Figure 1. MAIT abundance in
mouse is determined by genetic
background rather than a limited microbiota. (A) Normalized
Vα19-Jα33 mRNA levels in the LP
of the progeny of GF Mr1+ Tap–/–
Ii–/– breeding pairs reconstituted or
not with human microbiota. Mr1+
or Mr1–/– Tap–/– Ii–/– SPF mice are
shown as controls. (B) Normalized Vα19-Jα33 mRNA expression
in the MLNs of B6, PWK, CAST, F1
(B6 × CAST), and N2 (F1 × B6). (C)
Manhattan plot of SNP call significance (–log10[P]) of MAIThi versus
MAITlo (BC2 or BC3) ordered by
chromosomal location. (D) Normalized Vα19-Jα33 mRNA expression
in the MLNs of F2 (F1 × F1) mice,
grouped by genotype of the MAIThi
locus: B6/B6, Het, CAST/CAST. (E)
Genomic map of the chromosome
14 TCR-α region encompassing the
MAITCAST locus (boxed).

1D). The results fully confirmed the linkage analysis and indicate
a strong gene-dosage effect.
Increased frequency of MAIT-specific iTCR-α rearrangement
in CAST mice. As only 1 locus was involved in the MAITCAST phenotype, we generated a B6-MAITCAST congenic strain that would
have a high number of MAITs on a B6 background by backcrossing
the MAITCAST trait to B6 for more than 10 generations. The additional recombinants generated during this process allowed us to
narrow down the MAIThi locus to the TCR-α region (Table 1). This
0.6-Mb region does not include the iVα19 (TRAV1)segments, but
encompasses the 3′ end of the Vα locus, TCR-δ, Jα, and Cα segments (Figure 1E). This TCR-α location suggested that the higher
frequency of MAITs found in the CAST strain might be related to
an increased generation of the iVα19-Jα33 rearrangements.
Since MAITs do not accumulate in the thymus (see ref. 32 and
below), the increased generation of the iVα19-Jα33 rearrangement was consistent with the higher frequency of iVα19 transcripts in the thymus of CAST mice in comparison with B6 (Figure
2A). This hypothesis is further supported by the strict segregation of the iVα19 levels in the thymus of the F2s according to the
MAIT locus genotype (Figure 2A). To determine whether expression of the MAITCAST trait by hematopoietic cells was sufficient to
increase MAIT frequency, T cell–depleted BM from B6-MAITB6

or B6-MAITCAST mice was used to reconstitute irradiated CD45.1
congenic mice. In these chimeras, the presence of the MAITCAST
trait in the hematopoietic compartment resulted in increased
MAIT frequency in the different organs (Figure 2B), indicating
that the MAITCAST phenotype is hematopoietic intrinsic.
To better investigate the mechanisms leading to the increased
rate of Vα19-Jα33 usage, we quantified the usage of the different Vα and Jα segments in the thymus of B6, BALB/c, and CAST
strains. We used a 5′ RACE TCR-α amplification step followed by
deep sequencing (42). Because the Vα segments rearrange to the
Jα segments in a sequential and orderly fashion beginning with the
most 3′ Vα and 5′ Jα segments and the Vα19 segment is the most 5′,
the frequency of the iVα19-Jα33 rearrangements might be proportional to the usage of the most distal (5′) Vα segments. We indeed
observed a much higher usage of the distal Vα segments in CAST
mice as compared with B6 mice (Figure 2C), while no difference
was found with regards to Jα usage (Supplemental Figure 2A). The
increased usage of distal Vα segment in CAST could result from
the lack of a Vα triplication that is exclusively present in B6 mice
(Figure 2C and ref. 43). Hence, we quantified the Vα segments in
thymocytes from BALB/c mice, which also lack this triplication:
the distal Vα usage was slightly increased, but did not reach CAST
levels (Figure 2C), in agreement with MAIT iTCR-α frequency
jci.org   Volume 125   Number 11   November 2015
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Figure 2. The MAITCAST locus determines iVα19 levels in the thymus, is hematopoietic intrinsic, and leads to an increased usage of the distal Vα
segments. (A) Normalized Vα19-Jα33 mRNA levels in the thymus of the indicated mice. (B) Normalized Vα19-Jα33 mRNA levels in irradiated B6
recipients 60 days after reconstitution by T cell–depleted BM from B6-MAITB6 (B6) or B6-MAITCAST (CAST) donors. (C) Top: map of the TCR-Vα locus.
Bottom: Vα segment usage by thymocytes from the indicated mice (mean ± SD) (2–3 individual mice of each genotype were studied). (D) Normalized
Vα19-Jα33 mRNA levels in the thymus of the indicated mice. (E) The effect of the MAITCAST locus is chromosome 14 intrinsic: the Vα19+ TCR-αs were
sequenced in thymocytes from F1 (B6 × CAST) mice. Their B6 or CAST origin was determined according to 2 polymorphic nt in the Vα19 segment. B6
and CAST mice were used as controls.
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Figure 3. MAITs in Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice are GFP+CD44hiDN/CD8lo. (A)
Normalized Vα19-Jα33 mRNA expression
in the indicated organs from Mr1+ or Mr1–/–
B6-MAITCAST mice. (B) Normalized Vα19Jα33 mRNA levels in the indicated subsets
isolated from pooled spleen and MLNs.
CD4+ (CD4+CD8–), CD8hi (CD4–CD8hi), DN
(CD4–CD8lo/neg), total (unseparated), naive
(CD44lo), and memory (CD44hi) cells are
shown. Each dot represents an independent sort from pools of 2 to 5 mice studied
in 5 independent experiments. (C) Gating
strategy and staining (left, liver) and
frequency (right) in the indicated organs
of TCR-β+Thy1.2+CD1d-αGC-TetnegGFP+CD4+,
CD8hi or DN (CD4–CD8lo/neg) cells in RorcgtGFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice. Representative
of 3 independent experiments with 3
to 5 mice per group. For skin and lungs,
6 mice in each group were studied in 1
experiment. (D) Normalized Vα19-Jα33
mRNA levels in FACS-sorted TCRβ+Thy1.2+CD4negCD8lo/negCD44hiGFP+ cells
(black circles) and GFP– cells (white circles)
from the MLNs and spleen of Rorcgt-GFPTG
B6-MAITCAST (CAST/CAST, CAST homozygote; Het, heterozygote; for the MAIT
locus), Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITB6 (B6/B6),
or Rorcgt-GFPTG B6 (B6) mice. Each dot
represents an independent sort from pools
of 2 to 5 mice.

(Figure 2D): MAIT iTCR-α frequency was 3.4 ± 0.3 AU in BALB/c
as compared with 1.03 ± 0.26 in B6 (Figure 2D). Altogether, these
results suggest that a higher usage of distal Vα segments contributes to the higher frequency of MAITs observed in CAST mice.
The origin of the higher use of the distal Vα segments in CAST
is not clear. The mapped region includes part of the 3′ UTR of
Dad1, a gene with antiapoptotic function (Figure 1E). Because any
decrease of the life span of the CD4+CD8+ (DP) thymocytes leads
to a decrease in the use of the Vα19 segment (44), we quantified
Dad1 mRNA in B6 and CAST mice and observed similar expression
(Supplemental Figure 2B). We also did not find any differences in
the recombination signal sequences of the Jα33 segments between
B6 and CAST (45). Notably, the higher rate of Vα19-Jα33 rearrangements found in CAST was chromosome intrinsic. Indeed,
in B6/CAST F1 thymocytes, more than 80% of the Vα19+ TCR-α
transcripts were encoded by the CAST chromosome (Figure 2E).

Altogether, these results further
argue against the involvement of disparities in DP thymocyte life span or
other cell biology processes between
the 2 strains that would explain the
high MAIT frequency in CAST mice.
Differences in the molecular mechanism of the Vα to Jα recombination
between B6 and CAST strains are
certainly involved.
Identification and tissue distribution of MAITs in B6-MAITCAST
congenic mice. The increased number of MAITs in B6-MAITCAST
congenic mice allowed us to further characterize their tissue distribution and phenotype. Using RT-qPCR, we quantified MAITs
in the different organs of B6-MAITCAST mice on an Mr1+ or Mr1neg
background. In Mr1+ thymus, the amount of iVα19 transcripts was
higher (23.9 ± 5.5 AU) than in B6 or BALB/c (Figure 2, A and D,
and Figure 3A). Notably, the iVα19 levels were barely decreased
on an Mr1neg background, further confirming that MAITs do not
accumulate in the thymus. In the periphery, MAITs were abundant in the liver, with a strong difference between Mr1+ and Mr1–
mice (117 ± 62 AU versus 8.1 ± 5.2 AU) (Figure 3A). A similar pattern was observed in the colon LP (53 ± 17 AU versus 5.3 ± 5.2
AU). The iVα19 levels in the MLNs (14.4 ± 2.7 AU) and spleen (28
± 9.3 AU) (Figure 3A) were not significantly different from the
levels observed in the thymus. Nevertheless, the absence of MR1
expression resulted in slightly lower iVα19 levels in these latter
jci.org   Volume 125   Number 11   November 2015
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Figure 4. Development of MAITs after birth
and TCR-β repertoire analysis of mouse
MAITs. (A and B) Quantitation of MAITs by
(A) RT-qPCR or (B) flow cytometry in the
indicated organs at different time points
after birth. Dot plots are gated on DNCD8lo
T cells. (C and D) The indicated mouse cell
subsets were FACS sorted from RorcgtGFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice, and Vβ8.1 TCR-β
repertoire analysis was performed by deep
sequencing. The cumulative frequency of
productive TCR-β rearrangement is plotted
for individual clonotypes ranked according
to decreasing frequency. (C) Naive (CD62Lhi
CD44lo) and memory (CD62LloCD44hi) CD4+
or CD8+ subsets were included as controls.
(D) Control populations, NKT (CD1d-αGCTet+), and MAIT (CD4negCD8lo/negCD44hiGFP+)
from the indicated organs were analyzed.
Two to three (except for the liver) replicates
were studied for each condition, and
representative results are shown. Analysis
of Vβ8.2 TCR-β segments showed similar
results (not depicted).

organs (8.72 ± 3.7 AU and 7.8 ± 3 AU, respectively). Thus, in mice,
although MAITs do not significantly accumulate in the peripheral lymphoid organs, they are still more abundant in the liver
and colon, as observed in humans. However, the overall number
of MAITs in mice was much lower than in humans, suggesting
that mouse MAITs do not considerably expand in the periphery.
The poor peripheral accumulation might be related to differences in naive/memory status of mouse versus human MAITs, as
we have previously observed that MAITs from Vβ6 Tg and Tap –/–
Ii–/– mice display a naive (CD44lo) phenotype (32). We therefore
4176
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sorted T cells from the spleen and
the MLNs of B6-MAITCAST congenic
mice according to CD4/CD8 and
CD44 expression and quantified the
iVα19 transcripts. The iVα19 mRNA
was found mostly in DN, CD8lo, and
CD44hi fractions (Figure 3B), indicating that mouse MAITs are CD4neg
(DN/CD8lo) and display a CD44hi
memory phenotype as in humans.
The absence of CD8αβhi expression by
mouse MAITs is consistent with the
CD8αβlo and CD8αα/DN phenotype
of human adult MAITs (21, 22, 32).
Until MR1 tetramers become
widely available, mouse MAIT study
will remain hampered by the lack of
specific markers, as there is no mouse
equivalent to human CD161 or another
surface marker that would be specific for MAITs. Because all human
MAITs express the transcription factor RORγt (21, 24), we introgressed
a Rorcgt-GFPTG reporter Tg (46) into
B6-MAITCAST congenic mice based on
the hypothesis that most GFP+ cells in the DN/CD8lo T cell subsets
would be MAITs. The number of CD44hiGFP+ cells in the CD8hi or
CD4+ subsets did not vary significantly in Mr1+ versus Mr1–/– backgrounds (Figure 3C). In contrast, an MR1-dependent subset of
CD44hiGFP+ DN/CD8lo T cells was observed in the different organs
of B6-MAITCAST mice, with higher frequencies in nonlymphoid tissues such as liver, lung, skin, and gut LP than in lymphoid organs,
including spleen and MLNs (Figure 3C).
To verify that CD44hiGFP+DN/CD8lo T cells are mostly MAITs
in Mr1+ Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice, iVα19 chain mRNA
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was quantified in spleen T cells from Mr1+ and Mr1–/– mice sorted according to GFP, CD44, and CD4/CD8 expression. iVα19
expression was MR1-dependent and strongly correlated with
RORγt-GFP expression (Figure 3D). The level of iVα19 mRNA
in GFP-expressing CD44hiDN/CD8lo cells from MR1-sufficient
B6-MAITCAST mice (1783 ± 908 AU) was 90 times higher than
in the GFP-negative counterparts and 280 times higher than in
MR1-deficient B6-MAITCAST mice (6.4 ± 4.3 AU for GFP+ and 3 ±
1.3 AU for GFP– cells) (Figure 3D). This pattern of iVα19 expression also occurs in B6-MAITB6 or B6 mice (350-fold higher in
CD44hiGFP+DN/CD8lo T cells from Mr1+ than from Mr1–/– mice)
(Figure 3D). The iVα19 mRNA levels found in CD44hiGFP+DN/
CD8lo T cells from Mr1+ Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice (1,000
times higher than in unseparated MLN cells from B6 mice and 10
times higher than in MLN cells from Vβ6 Tg Tap –/– Ii–/– mice) indicate that 80% to 100% of these cells were MAITs. These results
show that in mice as in humans, most, if not all, MAITs display a
CD44hiGFP+ DN/CD8lo phenotype.
Expansion versus accumulation of MAITs in mice. In humans,
MAITs are very few in the thymus and cord blood (21, 22) and
expand after birth to reach high clonal size (20, 33). To determine the dynamics of MAITs after birth in mice, we quantified
the iVα19 transcripts at 6 to 30 days of age in the thymus, spleen,
and liver of Mr1+ or Mr1–/– Rorcgt-GFP TG B6-MAITCAST mice. In
the spleen and liver, the MAIT frequency was very low in neonates (day 6) and progressively increased after day 13 to day 17
(Figure 4A). We did not observe any accumulation of MAITs in
the thymus, as the difference in iVα19 levels between Mr1+ and
Mr1–/– mice was less than 2-fold at all time points (Supplemental
Figure 3 for young and Figure 3A for adult mice). To determine
whether MAITs appearing in young mice express RORγt, we
measured GFPhiCD44hiDN/CD8lo T cell frequency in the spleen
and liver 14 and 19 days after birth (Figure 4B). The frequency of
MAITs (GFPhiCD44hiDN/CD8lo T cells) increased by 3- to 4-fold
between these 2 time points, in accordance with iVα19 mRNA
quantitation. Together, these results indicate that MAITs do not
accumulate in the thymus, as previously suggested by the study
of TCR Tg mice and human thymus (21, 32). After birth and up
to weaning time, MAIT frequency in the spleen and liver gradually increased to represent approximately 0.1% and 1% of total
T cells, respectively (Figure 4B).
The increased frequency of MAITs observed in the liver could
be related either to peripheral proliferation or to an accumulation
of MAITs in this organ. In the first hypothesis, the TCR-β repertoire should be less diverse than in the second, as the clonal size
would be higher in the case of proliferation. We therefore analyzed the diversity of the MAIT TCR-β chains using Vβ segment–
specific primers in PCRs followed by deep sequencing. The MAIT
(CD44hiGFP+DN/CD8lo) repertoire was compared with that of
NKT (CD1d-αGC-Tet+), effector memory (EM) (CD44hiCD62Llo),
and naive (CD44lo) CD4+or CD8+ T cells. The analysis of the rarefaction curves (plots relating the cumulative frequency of individual clonotypes ranked by decreasing frequency) of Vβ8.1+ T
cells from the spleen and liver showed that, although using specific Vβ segments, mouse MAITs harbor a rather diverse repertoire,
similar in diversity to that of NKT cells, without real oligoclonality (Figure 4, C and D). Similar data were obtained with a Vβ8.2-
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specific primer (data not shown). Together, these results indicate
that murine MAITs do not extensively proliferate in the periphery
and that the higher proportion of MAITs found in the liver is the
result of accumulation rather than proliferation.
Phenotype and functionality of mouse MAITs. Rorcgt-GFPTG
B6-MAITCAST mice harbor sufficient numbers of GFP-tagged
MAITs to enable the analysis of their phenotype and functionality. We found that MAITs isolated from the spleen and liver
express high levels of IL-7Rα (CD127), IL-18Rα, and IL-12Rβ1
(CD212), as their human counterparts do (Figure 5A, Supplemental Figure 4A, and ref. 21), whereas the IL-2Rβ (CD122) chain
was not detectable. A subpopulation of spleen MAITs expressed
NKG2D, while NK1.1 expression was only found on a subset of
MAITs from the liver. CD26, a dipeptidase highly expressed by
human MAITs, was expressed by most mouse MAITs (Figure
5B). CD103 was detected on a substantial percentage of spleen
MAITs, indicating their tissue tropism. In line with this, mouse
MAITs did not express CCR7 and many are CCR6+. A subpopulation of liver MAITs expressed CXCR6. CCR5 expression was not
detected. In summary, naturally occurring mouse MAITs are very
similar to their human counterparts and express several markers
distinguishing them from conventional T or NKT cells, including
RORγt, IL-18Rα, and CCR6.
Importantly, all MAIT (CD44hiGFP+ DN/CD8lo) cells from
Mr1+ B6-MAITCAST mice expressed the transcription factor
ZBTB16 (PLZF), as observed in humans (Figure 5C and ref. 31).
In contrast, ZBTB16 was expressed by only a small proportion
(approximately 3%) of the Vβ6/8+ DN T cells found in iVα19 Tg
mice (Supplemental Figure 4B) despite the fact that more than
50% of these cells are bacterial reactive and MR1 restricted (6,
32). These results probably explain the lack of Zbtb16 detection
by RT-qPCR in our previous report that examined Zbtb16 levels in CD8+and DN T cells isolated from iVα19/Vβ6 double-Tg
mice (32). In addition, 100% of the GFP+ cells found in the DN
T cell subset from Vβ6 Tg B6-MAITCAST mice expressed ZBTB16
(Supplemental Figure 4C). These results suggest that the premature expression of the iTCR-α chain or saturation of the selecting niches (47) does not allow the acquisition of the full MAIT
differentiation program in TCR Tg mice.
To assess the functionality of mouse MAITs, we sorted them
together with control populations: mainstream memory (CD44hi)
CD4+and CD8+ T cells as well as NKT cells (the sorting strategy is
shown in Supplemental Figure 5). We then assessed the production of lymphokines after stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 beads
(Figure 5D). We found that MAITs produced small amounts of
IFN-γ, but high levels of TNF-α, GM-CSF, and IL-17. Contrary to
human MAITs, mouse MAITs secreted measurable amounts of
IL-4 and IL-10 and low levels of IL-5. This particular lymphokine
secretion pattern was similar in Vβ6+, Vβ6/8+, or Vβ6 – MAITs,
suggesting that the presence of Th2 cytokines was not due to a
contamination by type 1 NKT cells, which do not express the
Vβ6 segment. However, the presence of type 2 NKT cells could
not be completely excluded, since they harbor a diverse TCR-β
repertoire and do not bind CD1d-αGC tetramers. We therefore
repeated this experiment using GFP+CD44+ DN/CD8lo T cells
from Cd1d–/– B6-MAITCAST mice that are devoid of any kind of
NKT cells. Importantly, the frequency of GFP+CD44+ DN/CD8lo
jci.org   Volume 125   Number 11   November 2015
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Figure 5. Phenotype and cytokine production by
mouse MAITs. (A and B) Surface expression of the
indicated markers was analyzed on Thy1.2+TCR-β+ T
cells from the (A) spleen or (B) liver of Rorcgt-GFPTG
B6-MAITCAST mice. The indicated subsets were studied:
MAITs (DN/CD8loCD44+GFP+), memory CD8+ T cells
(CD8hiCD44+), and NKT cells (CD1d-αGC-Tet+). Shaded
histograms show isotype or FMO control (CD103).
Representative of at least 3 experiments. (C) Expression of PLZF and RORγt-GFP by DN/CD8loCD1d-αGCTet– TCR-β+ T cells from Mr1+/+ or Mr1–/– Rorcgt-GFPTG
B6-MAITCAST mice. (D) Cytokine secretion by MAITs in
comparison with control populations. T cells from the
spleen of Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice were identified as Thy1.2+TCR-β+ cells, and memory (CD44+) CD4+ or
CD8+, MAIT (DN/CD8loCD44+GFP+), and NKT (CD1d-αGC-Tet+) subsets were FACS sorted. Eight-thousand
cells from each sorted T cell subset were cultured with
anti-CD3/28 beads (1:1) for 42 to 45 hours and the
cytokine content measured in the culture supernatant.
The results were derived from 4 to 7 separate cultures
collected over 3 independent experiments. Each dot represents an individual sort. Dashed line indicates quantitation limit. Dots on the x axis indicate not detected.

T cells in Cd1d–/– Mr1–/– B6-MAITCAST mice was extremely low
(Supplemental Figure 6, A and B), indicating that more than 90%
to 95% of the GFP+ CD44+ DN/CD8lo T cells found in Cd1d–/– Mr1+
B6-MAITCAST mice are MR1 dependent. MAITs from Cd1d–/– Mr1+
B6-MAITCAST mice displayed a pattern of lymphokine secretion
(low IFN-γ, high IL-17, and measurable levels of IL-4 and IL-10;
Supplemental Figure 6C) similar to that observed in CD1d4178
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sufficient Mr1+ B6-MAITCAST mice, excluding the possibility that
the Th2 cytokines were produced by contaminating NKT cells.
Collectively, these data indicate that, in addition to Th1/17 type
cytokines, mouse MAITs secrete low amounts of Th2 cytokines.
To determine whether Th1/2/17 cytokines were produced by different MAIT subsets or concurrently secreted by a single MAIT,
we analyzed IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-17 expression by intracytoplas-
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Figure 6. Natural MAITs are activated by bacteria-derived compound in
an MR1-dependent manner. (A) Activation of Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST
splenocytes after overnight coculture
with SPB (2 AU) and WT3 cells
overexpressing MR1 (WT3.mMR1) or
the parental cell line (WT3). (B) Doseresponse curves of MAIT activation in
the presence or absence of anti-MR1
(26.5) blocking antibody. The results
were pooled from 3 independent
experiments (mean ± SD). (C) Activation of Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST
splenocytes with 0.93 μM of 5-A-RU
extemporaneously mixed with MeG
(1:1 ratio) after overnight incubation with WT3 or WT3.mMR1 cells
together with anti-MR1 antibdody
(bottom panel). (D) Dose-response
curves of MAIT activation in the presence or absence of anti-MR1 blocking
antibody. Results represent a pool of
3 mice. (C and D) Representative of 2
independent experiments.

mic staining of splenocytes after several stimulations, namely,
anti-CD3/CD28 beads, PMA/ionomycin, or paraformaldehydefixed (PFA-fixed) E. coli (Supplemental Figure 7). PMA/ionomycin or TCR ligation induced substantial IL-17 expression by
MAITs, while IFN-γ and IL-4 were undetectable, in line with the
recently published results of cytokine production by MAITs from
B6 mice identified with MR1-5-OP-RU tetramers (48). Interestingly, IFN-γ was detected in MAITs only after activation with E.
coli, suggesting that MAITs require additional innate signals to
efficiently produce IFN-γ. Whether Th1/2/17 cytokines are produced by different MAIT subsets remains to be addressed, since
we have been unable to define stimulation conditions in which all
the cytokines are reliably detectable by intracytoplasmic staining.
To determine whether the presence of MAITs influences antibody production, we measured the serum levels of IgA and IgG
isotypes in Mr1+ and Mr1– B6-MAITCAST mice (Supplemental Figure 8). Serum IgA levels were slightly decreased in the absence of
MAITs, but the levels of all the other Ig isotypes tested were similar. These results suggest that MAITs are probably not involved
in the regulation of systemic humoral responses, but may modify
local immune responses.
To further verify the antigen specificity of GFP+CD44hiDN/
CD8lo T cells, we measured their activation after stimulation with
graded amounts of a MAIT-activating semipurified bacterial fraction (SPB) (49) loaded on MR1-overexpressing WT3 cells (50).
We found that MAITs (GFP+CD44hiDN/CD8lo), but not GFPloCD44hi CD8+ T cells from the same culture dish, were specifically

activated by the SPB fraction,
as shown by the upregulation
of the activation markers CD69
and CD25 (Figure 6, A and B).
This activation was MR1 dependent, since it was blocked by an
anti-MR1 antibody (Figure 6, A
and B). In line with this, incubation of the SPB fraction with the
parental WT3 cell line (which expresses very low levels of MR1)
did not activate MAITs. The active compound or compounds in
this bacterial fraction derive from the rib biosynthesis pathway
(10, 49) through a reaction between the rib intermediate 5-amino6-d-ribityl-uracil (5-A-RU) and methyl-glyoxal (MeG) generating
the 5-(2-oxopropylideneamino)-6-d-ribitylaminouracil (5-OPRU) pyrimidine adduct. The 5-OP-RU binds to and is stabilized by
MR1 and activates MAITs. We therefore measured the activation
of polyclonal MAITs by MR1-overexpressing WT3 cells incubated
with serial dilutions of 5-A-RU extemporaneously mixed with
MeG. MAITs were activated by this compound when incubated
with MR1-overexpressing cells but not the MR1lo parental cell
line (Figure 6C). The activation was also decreased in the presence of an anti-MR1 antibody. These results demonstrate that the
GFP+CD44hiDN/CD8lo T cells found in Mr1+ B6-MAITCAST mice
are bona fide MAITs, recognizing a bacterial ligand derived from
the rib biosynthesis pathway in an MR1-dependent manner.
Polyclonal mouse MAITs are protective and migrate to the
infection site in an experimental model of UTI. The availability of
a MAIT-rich mouse model allowed us to investigate the role of
MAITs in antimicrobial immunity. Because we detected MAITs
in the urine of 10 out of 12 patients with leukocyturia associated
with UTI (Figure 7, A and B), we studied an experimental model
of UTI. Female Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mice with (Mr1+) or
without MAITs (Mr1–/–) were intravesically instilled with uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) strain UTI89 (51). The lymphoid
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Figure 7. MAITs are recruited to the bladder upon UTI in humans and mice and contribute to bacterial clearance in mice. (A) Gating strategy on
TCR-γδ–CD3+ T cells isolated from urine samples collected from patients with UTI. (B) Enumeration of MAITs in the urine: number of T lymphocytes
(TL) (left panel) and MAITs (right panel) per ml of urine. (C) Flow cytometry analysis of T cells infiltrating bladder from Mr1+ or Mr1–/– Rorcgt-GFPTG
B6-MAITCAST mice at day 0 (naive) or 2 or 7 days after infection with UTI89. Representative FACS plots and gating strategy are shown. Numbers in
parentheses correspond to total number of cells. (D–F) Quantitation of bladder-infiltrating total T cells (D), CD4+ T cells (E), and MAITs (F) at the
indicated time points post infection (p.i.). (G) UTI89 bacterial load in mouse bladders at indicated time points. Pooled data from 2 to 3 independent
experiments. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

cells infiltrating the bladder were analyzed by flow cytometry.
We observed robust recruitment of αβT cells (Figure 7, C and
D), including CD4+ conventional T cells (Figure 7E) and MAITs
(Figure 7F), starting 2 days after infection. Indeed, a significant
increase in GFP+CD44hiDN/CD8lo T cell numbers was detected
in the infected bladders of Mr1+ mice at day 2 and was sustained
for at least 7 days (Figure 7F). As we observed an overall accumulation of T cells in the bladder upon infection, we also detected
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an increase in the absolute number of GFP+CD44hiDN/CD8lo T
cells in Mr1neg mice, but this was always substantially lower than
in Mr1+ littermates. To investigate the antibacterial activity of
the infiltrating MAITs, we assessed the bacterial load in infected
bladders at different time points. The presence of MAIT in the
bladders of Mr1+ B6-MAITCAST mice was associated with more
efficient bacterial clearance than in Mr1–/– littermates (Figure
7G). Furthermore, a sustained presence of MAITs during the late
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phase of infection (day 7) correlated with lower numbers of conventional T cells in infected bladders, suggesting more efficient
resolution of the inflammation and the potential to enhance the
subsequent adaptive immune response, although we did not
study this directly. These data indicate that MAITs are present in
the bladder and display protective antimicrobial activity.

Discussion

Although MAIT frequency is modified in several diseases, the
role of MAITs in health and disease is still elusive, as no clear
evidence associates them with a specific pathology. This can
be addressed by studying animal models, but the number of
MAITs in SPF-raised conventional laboratory mice is close to
the detection limits. Tg mice for the TCR-α or TCR-β chains of
MAITs are very useful for assessing MAIT reactivity and also to
some extent for the study of MAIT selection (32, 36). However,
the use of TCR Tg mice for functional studies is more challenging because the premature overexpression of the iTCR-α chain
leads to artifactual features (41). These caveats are difficult to
overcome even with the comparison to an Mr1neg control, as discussed in the supplementary text of ref. 32. On the other hand,
for the available TCR-β Tg mice (Vβ6 and Vβ8), both chains were
isolated from iVα19+ T-T hybridoma recognizing MR1-overexpressing fibroblastic cell lines. Therefore, the potential for autoreactivity of these TCRs against MR1 itself or MR1 loaded with
a culture medium component cannot be excluded. Whether this
putative autoreactivity affects the selection and functions of the
T cells found in these Tg mice is currently being studied.
Given the high conservation between species of both the
restricting element MR1 and the iTCR-α chain, the disparity
between the number of MAITs in humans and laboratory mice is
intriguing. Although it was recently shown that MAITs can tremendously expand in B6 mice during bacterial infection by Francisella
tularensis and display protective activity after depletion of conventional T cells (8), it is rather difficult to envision how such a minor
subset would drive innate-like response and display protection
during natural infection or infections in unmanipulated settings.
We set out to understand the reasons for this apparent paradox.
Because the reconstitution of germ-free mice with human microbiota did not lead to higher frequency of MAITs than that found in
SPF mice, we hypothesized that laboratory mice may have lost an
allele or alleles important for the defense against common pathogens due to the absence of selection pressures in the clean animal
facilities. Indeed, laboratory mice are not representative of the
existing mouse species, as they harbor less than 25% of the genetic
diversity of wild mice (45).
We found 2 wild-derived inbred SPF mouse strains with higher
frequency of MAITs. Given the naive phenotype of MAITs we had
observed in iTCR-α Tg mice, we expected that the gene or genes
involved in the MAIThi phenotype would be implicated in the activation, survival, and/or expansion of MAITs. To our surprise, the
20-fold increase in MAIT frequency found in the CAST strain was
linked to 1 locus located at the 3′ end of the TCR-α region, leading
to higher production of the specific rearrangement. Although the
exact molecular mechanism is not elucidated, the increased number of MAITs was CAST chromosome (Figure 2E) and hematopoietic (Figure 2B) intrinsic and was already observed in the thymus
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(Figure 2A). The small difference in MAIT frequency found in the
thymus of Mr1+ versus Mr1–/– animals (Figure 3A) is consistent with
the absence of MAIT accumulation in this organ (32). Indeed, the
occurrence of the restricting MHC allele during thymic selection
has a small impact on the frequency of naive T cells specific for
many nominal antigens (52).
The lower frequency of iVα19+ cells in the periphery of Mr1–/–
in comparison with Mr1+ animals suggests that MR1 expression
in the periphery is necessary for their activation and/or their
peripheral expansion and survival. Nevertheless, the peripheral
expansion in mice is much lower than in humans, as indicated
by the diverse MAIT TCR repertoire in the liver of B6-MAITCAST
mice, which suggests that MAITs accumulate rather than proliferate in this organ. We also observed that both NKT and EM T cells
expanded less in the SPF mice we studied than in humans (Figure
4 and refs. 20, 53). This might be a general difference of effector
cells between the 2 species and would suggest that the turnover of
NKT and MAITs is slower in humans than in mice.
The smaller number of MAITs in SPF B6-MAITCAST mice in
comparison with humans might be related to differences in the gut
microbiota between these 2 species. Although the similar number
of MAITs in the LP of SPF mice and germ-free mice colonized by
human microbiota (Figure 1A) argues against this hypothesis, it
remains to be determined whether MAIT numbers would increase
after implantation of human microbiota into B6-MAITCAST mice.
Although the proportion of type 2 NKT is higher in humans, NKT
cells are much more abundant in mice than in humans. Therefore,
a competition between MAIT and NKT cells during intrathymic
development or for peripheral niches could also be involved. However, NKT cell numbers were not increased in the spleen, MLNs,
liver, and LP of Mr1–/– mice (data not shown), while MAITs were
only slightly increased in Cd1d–/– B6-MAITCAST mice (Supplemental Figure 6), arguing against this hypothesis.
In the absence of available MR1 tetramers or anti-Vα19 antibody, we relied on RT-qPCR of the iVα19-Jα33 iTCR-α chain to track
MAITs. The iTCR-α chain was only found in the CD44hiCD8loDN
subset (Figure 3B), confirming that mouse MAITs are not found in
the CD4+ or CD8hi subset, as observed in humans. Similarly to what
occurs in humans, MAITs were mostly found in tissues such as liver
and colon LP (Figure 3A). To facilitate phenotype analysis and allow
functional studies, we introgressed an Rorcgt-GFP reporter into the
B6-MAITCAST congenic strain. Almost all CD44hiGFP+CD8loDN T
cells in adult B6-MAITCAST mice expressed the iVα19-Jα33 TCR-α
chain (Figure 3D). However, since this subset might also encompass
a few CD1d-restricted NKT cells, we verified our lymphokine secretion studies using MAITs from Cd1d–/– Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST
mice. Overall, with regard to phenotypic features, mouse MAITs are
similar to human ones, assuming that mouse DN/CD8lo T cells are
orthologous to human DN/CD8αα and CD8αβlo T cells. The presence of IL-18Rα and IL-12Rβ1 indicates that mouse MAITs can be
activated by innate signals, as are human MAITs (25).
Although MAITs were discovered by identifying an iTCR-α
chain in a particular T cell subset (20), in our opinion, MAITs should
be defined as T cells educated by MR1 in the thymus to acquire
a specific differentiation program. Whether MR1-restricted
T cells are limited to T cells expressing iVα19-Jα33 iTCR-α (and
iVα7.2-Jα33/12/20 in humans, ref. 38) is not yet clear. The data
jci.org   Volume 125   Number 11   November 2015
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above indicate that if other MR1 restricted T cells with a distinct repertoire exist, they would have to be distinct from the
CD44hiRORγt+CD8loDN subset. In addition, it remains to be determined whether all MR1-restricted T cells would be labeled with
MR1 tetramers loaded with one given ligand. This is true for adult
human MAITs (38). In humans, the presence in the cord blood of
T cells expressing high levels of CD161hiIL-18Rα+ (22) that are not
Vα7.2+ suggests that T cells with a distinct repertoire can follow
a development pathway similar to that of MAITs (54), probably
linked to the selection on DP thymocytes (55). Whether all these T
cells are MR1 restricted remains to be determined. (22, 56)
In Mr1+ iVα19 Tg Ca–/– mice, we observed that most CD4+
T cells are neither bacterial reactive nor MR1 restricted (6, 32).
In contrast, a significant number of MR1-dependent MR1-Tet+
Vβ6/8.1-2+ T cells were CD4+ in another iVα19 Tg line (38). In the
current study, in a polyclonal model, in the organs we studied, we
did not observe CD4+ MR1-restricted T cells, confirming our previous reports (6, 32). The origin of these discrepancies between
different iVα19 Tg Ca–/– lines might be due to differences in the
microbiota of the animal facilities or TCR-α Tg timing or level
of expression. Nevertheless, the polyclonal B6-MAITCAST mouse
model described herein is not subjected to this TCR Tg artifact
and largely recapitulates the features of human MAITs.
This new model allowed us to study the phenotype and function of MAITs in mice. Our results are concordant with the MR1-5OP-RU tetramer–based characterization of the rare MAITs found
in C57BL/6 mice that has recently been published (48) and confirm the interest of the Rorcgt-GFPTG B6-MAITCAST mouse strain.
Overall, mouse and human MAITs were very similar with regard to
phenotype and lymphokine secretion (21).The few differences we
observed were a more diverse repertoire related to a lower peripheral expansion, low CXCR6 expression, and secretion of IL-4 and
IL-10. We (21) and others (25, 26, 30) have never observed such a
lymphokine secretion pattern in humans. The impact of MAITs on
antibacterial mucosal IgA responses suggested by the slightly lower
level of serum IgA will be addressed in further studies. Importantly,
like human MAITs, polyclonal mouse MAITs from B6-MAITCAST
mice expressed both ZBTB16 and RORγt transcription factors in
contrast to our study on iVα19-Vβ6 double-Tg mice (32). The changes in T cell ontogeny imparted by the premature expression of a
TCR-α Tg probably explain these differences.
The origins of the differences between mouse and human
MAITs are unclear. With regard to repertoire, all the memory T
cell subsets, whether innate-like or conventional effector, seem to
display lower oligoclonality in mice in comparison with humans
(Figure 4B and refs. 20, 33). Thus, MAITs would be similar to other memory subsets in mice. However, it should be stressed that,
in humans, only blood MAITs were studied, whereas the mouse
MAITs were isolated from lymphoid organs or tissues.
The availability of a mouse model harboring polyclonal MAITs
allowed us to study their putative involvement during an experimental UTI. In line with the human data (Figure 7A), we observed
the presence of MAITs in the mouse bladder during UTI. Moreover,
MR1-deficient mice exhibited higher bacterial load, in particular at
late time points (Figure 7G). The larger conventional T cell infiltration in the bladder during infection in the absence of MAITs may
be related to higher bacterial load or to a direct effect of MAITs on
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conventional T cell accumulation or survival. Therefore, this model
will be very useful to study, for instance, the mechanisms of bacillus
Calmette-Guérin (BCG) antitumor activity during the treatment of
bladder carcinoma (57). This MAIT-rich mouse model will also allow
the test of MAIT stimulation with synthetic ligand as a therapeutic
tool in various diseases or as an adjuvant for vaccine development.

Methods

Mice. B6 mice were obtained from Charles Rivers Laboratories.
The Mus musculus castaneus (CAST/EiJ) and Mus musculus musculus
PWK strains were provided by X. Montagutelli (Institut Pasteur).
The Rorcgt-GFPTG (46) and Cd1d–/– lines, both on a B6 background,
were provided by G. Eberl (Institut Pasteur) and A. Lehuen (INSERM
U1016, Institut Cochin, Paris, France), respectively. The 3 strains
were transferred as embryos into our animal facility at Institut Curie.
Tap –/– Ii–/– Mr1+ (and Mr1–/–) mice have been previously described
(32). B6-MAITCAST congenic mice were obtained by selecting mice
expressing a MAIThi phenotype in the blood to be bred to B6 mice for
more than 10 generations.
Germ-free Tap–/– Ii–/– mice were obtained by Cesarean section at
the CNRS Central Animal Facility (Orléans, France) and then housed
at the ANAXEM Animal Facility, INRA (Jouy-en-Josas, France). The
reconstitution with human microbiota was carried out at INRA. Colonization was verified several times during the experiments. At 2 to 3
months after reconstitution, colon LP lymphocytes were collected and
MAITs were quantified by real-time RT-qPCR.
Mouse cell preparation. Thymus, spleen, and MLNs were collected into cold PBS with 0.5% BSA. Lymphocytes were liberated
by mechanical disruption over a cell strainer. Livers and lungs were
perfused with 10 ml of PBS to remove circulating blood cells. Livers
were then dissociated by passing through a 100-μm cell strainer and
resuspended in PBS with 0.5% BSA. Lung lobes and chopped skins
were digested in CO2-independent media containing 0.5 Wünsch
units/ml liberase (Roche) and 0.1 mg/ml DNase I (Roche) at 37°C
for 30 minutes (lung) to 1 hour (skin) and further dissociated using
gentleMACS Dissociator according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec). The cell suspensions were filtered through
a 100-μm cell strainer. The released cells from liver, lung, and skin
were layered on a 40%/80% Percoll gradient (GE Healthcare) and
spun at 800 g for 20 minutes at room temperature. Mononuclear
cells were recovered from the interface. Intestinal lymphocytes were
isolated as previously described (20, 57, 58). Briefly, large intestines
were collected in cold PBS. The intestines were carefully flushed
and opened longitudinally. Intestinal epithelium was removed by
shaking in 60 ml of PBS with 3 mM EDTA for 10 minutes (twice)
followed by 15 minutes incubation in 15 ml of CO2-independent
medium containing 1.5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM EGTA (twice) at 37°C.
The remaining tissue was cut into 1- to 2-mm pieces and digested in
30 ml of CO2-independent medium containing 20% FCS, 100 U/ml
collagenase (type VIII, Sigma-Aldrich), and 5 U/ml DNase I (DN25,
Sigma-Aldrich) and shaken for 90 minutes at 37°C. The tissue suspension was dissociated by syringe aspirations and passed through
a cell strainer. Cell suspension was pelleted followed by density
gradient centrifuge at 1,000 g for 25 minutes at room temperature
(lympholyte; Cedarlane). LPLs were recovered from the interface.
Cells were cultured in DMEM or RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100
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μg/ml streptomycin, 2 mM l-glutamine, 10 mM HEPES, and 1 mM
sodium pyruvate (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Hematopoietic chimera. Donor BM was flushed from tibia and
femur of 2 B6-MAITCAST or B6-MAITB6 Mr1+ Rorcgt-GFPTG mice. T cells
were depleted using autoMACS Pro (Miltenyi) after labeling with antiCD3 microbeads. Two million T cell–depleted BM cells from either
donor group were injected into the tail veins of 4 to 5 irradiated CD45.1
recipients (1.2 Gys). Two months after reconstitution, mice were sacrificed and organs were collected for FACS and RT-qPCR analysis.
Mouse Universal Genotyping Array. DNA was extracted from ear
punches of 35 MAITlo and 31 MAIThi mice using the Wizard SV Genomic
DNA Purification System according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Promega). DNA was then sent to GenSeek (Neogen) for genotyping
using the Mouse Universal Genotyping Array (MUGA) chip. Genotyping
data were analyzed using an in-house R script. Briefly, MUGA data were
filtered for both sample call rate (≥0.90) and SNP call frequency (≥0.90).
A Wilcoxon test was performed to compare heterozygosity at each SNP’s
location according to MAITlo and MAIThi groups. Then P values were –
log10 transformed and plotted according to chromosomal location.
Mouse TCR-α and TCR-β repertoire analysis. TCR-α repertoire study
was performed using a 5′ rapid amplification of cDNA end adapted to
deep sequencing using an Ion PGM system (Life Technologies, Ion 318
Chip vx; 400 base reads) as described previously (42). TCR-β repertoire
was analyzed using Vβ-specific primers and Cβ primers that included
CS1 and CS2 sequences at their 5′ end to enable Illumina Sequencing.
TCR-β repertoires were obtained by sequencing using MiSeq (Illumina,
v3 kit; 2 × 300 bases paired-end reads, ICGEX platform). Each data set
was demultiplexed and trimmed for base quality (>25) and read length
(>250 bp). Paired reads were merged using the flash v1.2.10 program
(-m30-M135-t10-x0.1) (59). The data have been deposited in the NCBI’s
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database (SRR2218429-SRR2218460).
Resulting fasta files were then uploaded onto the IMGT/high V-Quest
webserver (60) (allele*01 only), and the Junction file was parsed using
an in-house R script to extract information regarding the V-J combination and the CDR3 nucleotide composition. Only predicted productive
TCR rearrangements were kept for downstream analysis. The TCR-α
and TCR-β repertoire sequencing data were analyzed using R and vegan
packages. To normalize for uneven numbers of reads, each data set was
subsampled 100 times at a depth of 5,000 reads. Then an average rarefaction matrix was computed from the 100 subsampled tables to draw
the rarefaction plots.
Flow cytometry. Flow cytometry was performed with directly conjugated antibodies according to standard techniques and analyzed
on FACSAria, Fortessa, and LSRII flow cytometers (BD). DAPI and
a 405-nm excitation were used to exclude dead cells. The list of antibodies is available in the Supplemental Methods section.
For transcription factor staining, cells were incubated with the LIVE/
DEAD fixable violet stain (Life Technologies) and Fc block antibody
prior to cell-surface marker staining. Cells were then fixed and permeabilized overnight using the BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (BD), after which
they were incubated with either anti-PLZF or anti-RORγt antibody
For the detection of cytokines, 8,000 (Figure 5D) or 30,000
(Supplemental Figure 6C) sorted splenocytes were cultured in 50 μl
RPMI 1640 complete medium in the presence of anti-CD3/CD28
Dynabeads (1:1; Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 42 to 45 hours at
37°C. Cytokines in the supernatant were detected using the Cytometric Bead Array Flex Set (BD Biosciences).
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MAIT stimulation with bacteria-derived compound. The preparation of the SPB was previously described (49). Briefly, the bacterial
lysate was prepared by growing E. coli, DH5α ATCC strain, to saturation. The bacteria pellet was resuspended in water at 4°C for a week
to induce the release of the MAIT ligand. Supernatant was collected,
filtered, and phenol-cloroform extracted before being aliquoted and
lyophilized for further use. One AU corresponds to 25 μl bacterial
supernatant. 5-A-RU synthesis and 5-OP-RU preparation have been
described elsewhere (49).
Splenocytes from Rorcgt-GFP TG B6-MAITCAST mice were depleted of APCs and CD4+ T cells using anti-CD19, anti-CD11c, antiCD11b, and anti-CD4 MicroBeads (Miltenyi Biotech). Then 3 × 105
MAIT-enriched splenocytes were cultured with 105 WT3 or mouse
MR1–transfected WT3 (WT3.mMR1) cells (50) that had been preincubated with serial dilutions of semipurified bacterial supernatant or
5-A-RU plus MeG for 30 minutes at 37°C. Under some conditions,
10 μg/ml of anti-MR1 blocking Ab (clone 26.5; ref. 61), provided by
T. Hansen (Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, USA), was
added before adding the T cells. After overnight culture, activation
was analyzed using flow cytometry.
UTI. Urine samples from patients with UTI were obtained from
the Microbiology Department of Curie Institute after cytobacteriologic analysis. Samples that tested positive for both bacteria and leukocytes were included in the study.
For the experimental UTI, clinical UPEC, cystitis isolate UTI89,
was grown statically for 20 hours in LB broth, washed in PBS, and
resuspended for use at 1 to 2 × 107 CFUs per 50 μl (62). Seven- to
ten-week-old B6-MAITCAST female mice were anesthetized with ketamine (125 mg/kg) and xylazine (12.5 mg/kg) intraperitoneally, and
a 24-gauge catheter (BD Insyte Autoguard, BD) containing either PBS
or UTI89 was inserted through the urethra; 50 μl of bacterial suspension or PBS was instilled at a slow rate to avoid vesicoureteral reflux.
At indicated time points, bladders, spleens, and bladder-draining
LNs were harvested. Bladder-infiltrating lymphocytes were isolated
from tissue digested in CO2-independent medium (Invitrogen) containing Liberase TM (0.17 U/ml) (Roche), collagenase D (1 mg/ml)
(Roche), and deoxyribonuclease 1 (1 U/ml) (Invitrogen). After 40
minutes incubation at 37°C in a shaking incubator, tissue suspensions
were pressed through a 40-μm cell strainer (Falcon), washed in PBS
with 0.5% BSA and 2 mM EDTA, and pelleted for FACS staining
Quantitative PCR and SNP genotyping. Real-time qPCR was performed as previously described (20). The primers were specific for
regions that are identical in B6 and CAST strains. Real-time PCR was
performed using a LightCycler 480 (Roche). Fold change in expression was determined by the 2-ΔΔCT method after normalizing to the
TCR-α constant region (Cα).
SNP genotyping assays were custom designed using TaqMan Assay
Design Tool (Life Technologies) on the reference assembly NCBI37/
mm9. SNP queries were performed using the Mouse Genomes Project database (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/sanger/Mouse_SnpViewer/
rel-1505) and the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/
cgi-bin/hgGateway).
Statistics. All data were analyzed with the 2-tailed nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test using GraphPad Prism v5.0c (GraphPad
Software Inc.). Data were considered significant at a P value of less
than 0.05. All data are reported as the arithmetic or geometric mean
± SD as appropriate.
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Study approval. All animal experiments were performed in an
accredited mouse facility in accordance with the guidelines of the
French Veterinary Department. The animal protocol was approved
by the Animal Ethical Committee of Paris Centre (CEEA-59): file
#2012-0067. Urine from patients with UTIs was obtained at Institut
Curie. Following French regulations, all patients were informed that
leftovers of specimens obtained for diagnosis or through therapeutic procedures may be used for research purposes.
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